Football Hop to be Held
Friday, December 5th

Basketball Schedule for 1930-1931

The Basketball Schedule for the 1930-1931 season includes games against several teams, such as Providence, Worcester, Lowell, and Norwich. There are also mentions of the Vermont Danes, New York, and the Vermont State Teachers College. The schedule is quite comprehensive, covering various dates and locations.

President's List

The President's List includes the names of students who are candidates for the position of Secretary of the Student Council. The list is as follows:

The Jr. Class Elects Officers

The Jr. Class Elects Officers list includes the names of students who were elected to various positions within the class. The list is as follows:

Letters Awarded to Football Men

Transactions

The Transactions section includes various articles and reports on different events, such as the freshman honor list, the Sophomore honor list, and the Junior Chemists in Trip to Merrimack Chemical.

Dudley Is Appointed Manager for 1931

The Executive Council Meeting held on Monday, December 5th, featured the appointment of Dudley as the manager for the football team. The appointment was discussed in detail, and the minutes of the meeting were recorded.

Don't Forget the Football Hop

The final section of the document is an announcement for a Football Hop to be held on Friday, December 5th. The hop will take place at the Lowell Normal School and is open to all students.
President's Welcome Address at Dartmouth

President Hopkins said in part: The true portrait of the American college would show a community in which generosity of spirit and grace of culture are genuine, where impulse for wisdom and truth prevails, and where the cooperative enterprise in which we are engaged must rest upon a firm and secure foundation. All the elements of such a college are present at Dartmouth. The problem, however, is to develop a habit of mind rather than to impart a great quantity of knowledge. It is, of course, a problem which the liberal colleges have often dwelt upon in some form or another, but the concern is far greater with how many think than with what they shall think. If it is a more exacting requirement of higher education in the liberal college to develop the habit of mind than to enlarge or sharpen it. Of what purpose to be termed, impressed in the knowledge that a man sacrificed in the course of seeking a formal education, some will eventually develop apt to be facts, others will prove to be negligible in the problems of his personal life, and most will be forgotten.

Habit of Mind

Nevertheless, in embarking upon the college curriculum, the idea of a habit of mind, we cannot generalize that the college should disregard what for the whole seems to be the common language and skill of the scholar, rather than that it should give release to the students a particular attention to acquire due measure of this. A bearing which has no background and no method will little deserve the name of learning. If we do not know how men have thought in the past or do not know the processes by which certain habits have come to be held as automatic routines, we are little likely to find that our habits of mind either have value or that they afford any basis for self-criticism. Moreover, it seems to be true that the form of unaided instruction is required to the human mind, as elsewhere, and that the greater knowledge a man possesses, the easier it is for him to acquire (Continued on Page 4)

Textile Co-eds

Textile Co-eds have eyes of Acid Search; Textile Co-eds are golden heads. Wonder. Just where they got the possibility that they used? Their faces look just like the rainbow, with browns and yellows and yellows from the hair; and when they leave Grinnell for the Outside lines... They look just like an ancient Val low Cat. They look a wreck in Lowell Text. They're the nightmare of Engineers. Well, what should they want the Eskimos? The green won't come off for years. Textile Co-eds a smile for Freshmen, a heart in Sewing Room's treasure, so the said; Textile Co-ed is loved by every eye, every ear, every mind. Her I'm the one that's dyed by Textile Coed. Requested and am.

Christmas Cards SOMETHING DIFFERENT! See Our Assortment Before You Buy

We Have the Latest Models of the Underwood Portable Typewriter

Textile Co-operative Store

THE NEWPORT COLORS QUALITY! Backed by Service

NEWPORT CHEMICAL WORKS INCORPORATED
PASSAIC - NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, I. L.
GREENSBORO, N. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Executive Council Officers Elected

The following are the officers elected for the term 1939-1941:

President—Edward C. Underhill, '34
2nd Vice-President—Alma Gilman, '35
Secretary—Norman A. Johnson, '31

A. S. M. E. Meeting

A meeting of the A. S. M. E. was held on Tuesday, November 24, at 1:15, for the purpose of sending delegates to the New York convention. The delegates elected to make the trip and return were Richard Ravelin, '34, and Alice Reardon, '31. Plans were also discussed whereby there will be at least one trip each quarter, with the intervals being varied by an outside member of the A. S. M. E.
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Liffield red now

When

if the law takes its proper course changes in the line of actual location, this issue of the local houses of detention are to be expected. An attempt by Mennon, Smith, and Conard to remove the doctors of the smallpox wards at the City Hospital and at the Tuberculosis Hospital. It would not be expected to see the houses of detention in the future.

Things certainly should stop when two such cases as Crowther and Halls get together to discuss "hospice."

What one doesn't know the other doesn't know, resulting in a cyclical technique. Such conferences where the contents of each meets are Reinhart may be compared with those of the cosmopolitan West Newbury can be discussed with your worth to result in several minor changes and should be encouraged by the board members.

Here's hoping Ralston will keep up the good work and be there when the bill is called over payday.

Credit must be given to Henry Ford for the doctrine he has been instrumental in developing. It is only a minor change that serious sick so long without either obtaining a permanent position or recovering.

The present ease of hospital beds around the house is certain to result in a stream of visitors looking for other inferior institutions or helping suspension of the desired, which is not apparent present among some of the hospitals.

Apparenly Green's choice of a successor in Grimes is not unsmallingly favorable as Misters look now; it is due to be put on the spot by "Knickerbocker Tim." Atkinson, the big, large, quick-buck-n-slap-goer.

The accepted theory that when cases interfere with prospects the studies were dispelled late. Plutarco in the last 2 short months was abandoned. Cranford's story of "A Life" usually million of citizens aspiring and daily at the so-called "Sahara" gave us an exam on the morrow. For a split second he complained as his legs "Jackie" promptly dropped his fingers-halflondon and half Locks Strike hall and firing the contender to the mat.

Victor McLaughlin letter looks to his lawyer.Apparently he said Young have the instigable. What is this power you have—be a typical small cow.

Green's and Dickson's saloon may be all they claim it is for maintaining a comfortable temperature, but that there was not built for two, especialy for such a talkative pal. However, it is easily said it would be quite exhaust to just one had to keep in the house in connection with the various events on W. Washington's street.

The traditional hockey games have certainly been cut off last year. With hidden wealth we must step up the return of the lists. I was told that the fate of the crown is to be discussed, of chancing all over Boston and Washington. It is of course not in any way be brought to Strouh's to say, the remits of these games are not carried out by even the best of papers.

Ted Thomas dropped in for dinner Tuesday and received old acquaintance.

LIFLAND SIGMA OMEGA PSI

Some of the fraternity's officers did not think the first few weeks have passed.

Low: "Great, Ed, I call owned paper."

Blackhawk (with a sneaky grin): "That's not newsman, that's war!"

Joe Wallace still insists that the telegraph call last Sunday was his war with Mr. Beville. This is not uncommon. We up increasing his prestige at his par. Beville, of course, was doing his part with one of those virile speeches, but decided on the straight and narrow way.

Marie Ruey is now connected with the Boston National. Let's all wish Jack Luck.

It is interesting to note that Lou Whiting, as Rich chapter alumni, gave a lecture with his history for the A.R.C. on east coast which he seem to have in the Catholic 8th Histor. New.

Mary and Cy, the two mercy angels, certainly are hitting their strides. The meeting with an usher gets on the President's list it's time for the change to get going.

As this is the finale an exam on the morrow. For a split second he complained as his legs "Jackie" promptly dropped his fingers-halflondon and half Locks Strike hall and firing the contender to the mat.

in the midst of the adybank.

How many readers of the TEx have sold their subscription fees?

The management of the Pickwick has stimulated work this year much earlier than in the past, and again point to be a rather big and better advertisement.

If the plan of E. Krull, president of the National Alumni Association, by saving $50 to $100 at the entrance of the house. It looks to be the same stadium at Lowell Institute last winter for all students.

Hockridge, frequent of college, and's desirous of every entry, will have set the level to the Arb, his attention to his ambition. Loy in a good store of women, Stanley, is going to be an admirer of winter.

David R. Tiett is thinking seriously of publishing a pamphlet entitled "Lowell Textile versus Philadelphia Textile School." The pamphlet will be illustrated by John Perry and the method it will be the key of the book of Dix, Dodo. It might be mentioned, as a change to innocent bystanders, that the above method is considered in the meeting of the other school. Stand back, please.

"Pepfer" Harris, according to telegraphic reports, spent an enjoyable hour or two at Bat's recently.

Business Changes

There is a good opening for one of proper training to publish ALL the "crumbs" of the corporation. The institute and sell the records. References will be demanded.

As Lillian can think of almost everything to make money, but we begin to wonder if she is not rather smooth and stylish this week. You had an opportunity with the plodding of Raymond Cowan, of Havertill, and Harold Smith, of Lov. II. Good luck, fellows.

An Ode to the Co-eds

Co-eds of all ages,
And plangent love I raise.
And drops so pure
Some schools have many home.

Going thru the door.

But for what we care
For heaven's three
Always for plenty more
What do we care with them, Would we be glad them?
To see them come thru the door.

There be big guns and small one,
Open and shut, close.

Of chance and sure desire,
Would we be content then,
Or would we see them pass?
And with the days of year?

No doubt we would kiss them.
Then surely we'd miss them if they were off.

I feel, and I feel, and I feel
If it is light and love.
JUNIOR CHEMISTS IN TRIP TO MERRIMACK CHEMICAL
(Continued from Page 1)

LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE
Four-Year Degree Courses in
CHEMISTRY AND TEXTILE COLORING—TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Degrees of B. S. and B. E. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) and B. S. and B. E. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) offered for completion of prescribed four-year course.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

TEXTILE INSTITUTE
DESIGNING PREPARATORY WEAving FINISHING SELLING
Where do you want to sit in this picture?
If in DESIGNING you hope to create novel ideas requiring brilliant LOOMS.
PREPARATORY work must be handled with the knowledge that the modern automatic high-speed LOOMS require better warp and filling.
WEAVING is a major cost of manufacturing textiles and thus requires the constant study of improvements in construction, different types, and best adjustments of LOOMS to produce the maximum of good quality most inexpenisively.
FINISHING brings marked goods due to improved adjustment of LOOMS.
SELLING involves also a knowledge of new developments in LOOMS to recommend new suitable fabrics which will enable your firm to keep ahead of competition.

DRAUGHTING TOOLS AT
The Thompson Hardware Co.
204 MERRIMACK STREET